How to get to the YAPC::EU 2007 venue

Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien
Augasse 2-6
A-1090
Tel +43(1)313 36-11

By bike
There are plenty of bike racks in front of the venue. If you don’t come with your own bike to Vienna there is a Citybike (check out citybikewien.at before the rental) rental point next to the subway station Spittelau. To get to the venue you have to cycle along Gürtel in northward direction until the end (Liechtenwerderplatz), or along Donaukanal (danube channel) up to Friedensbrücke (you will arrive at Julius Tandler Platz). There are bicycle lanes along both mentioned routes.

By car
You really should consider using different means of transport. If you have to come by car there is a paid parking garage in the venue (access from Liechtenwerderplatz and Althanstraße; 2,7€ per hour). Same route as for the bikers.

By public transport

**U4**
Subway line U4 (Heiligenstadt - Hütteldorf)
Important stations: Wien Mitte (train to/from airport), Schwedenplatz (change to U1 line, Twin City Liner jetty), Spittelau (venue, change to U6 line)

**U6**
Subway line U6 (Floridsdorf - Siebenhirten)
Important stations: Westbahnhof (change to U3 line, train station for trains coming from the West), Spittelau (venue, change to U4 line), Längenfeldgasse (another change to U4 line)

**D**
Tramway line D (Nussdorf - Südbahnhof)
Important stations: Südbahnhof (change to U1 line, train station for trains coming from the South), Schotten tor (change to U2 line as well as many other tramway lines)

**37/38**
Tramway line 37/38 (Schottentor - Grinzing / Hohe Warte)
Important stations: Schottentor (change to U2 line as well as many other tramway lines), Nußdorferstraße / Döbling Gürtel (change to U6 line, venue)

**5**
Tramway line 5 (Westbahnhof - Praterstern)
Important stations: Westbahnhof (change to U3 line, train station for trains coming from the West), Praterstern (change to U2, regional trains as well as many other tramway lines), Julius-Tandler Platz (change to U4 line, regional trains, venue)
How to get from the subway station “Spittelau” to the venue

- If you arrive with the U6 line then walk downstairs, otherwise upstairs.
- Head towards the exit titled “Verkehrsamt” or “Wirtschaftsuniversität”
- If you have complied with our instructions you should stand at a little square [2], right below the waste incineration plant [1]. The Citybike rental point is located here.

- Walk towards the street (the rounded white building) and turn right and cross the street [3]. Mount the stairs next to the pedestrian crossing [4]. If you can’t use the stairs there is a ramp 70 meters to the right.
- Turn right and climb the smaller staircase [5]
- Head straight to the next entry [6]

- Once inside [7] walk up to the porter’s lodge (if you take the front entrance from Augasse then you will stand right here) and walk one of the two big stairways up [8].